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WHAT IF THERE ARE NO
‘BEST PRACTICES’?
Eric A. Hanushekn

Abstract

Developing persuasive and consistent models of educational performance has
proved elusive. Existing modelling suggests no clear relationship between resources
and student performance. This mirrors observed policy outcomes. A possible
explanation is that the achievement process is a complicated interactive one such
that simple linear additive formulations break down. This analysis presents a
stylized model of achievement where unmeasured teacher quality interacts with
both resources and speciﬁc educational programs. Standard econometric analyses
then replicate the aggregate ﬁndings in the literature. A policy implication is that
ﬁnding ‘best practices’ may fail without recognition of the fundamental
interactions.

I

Introduction

Educational policy has simultaneously gone in quite different directions. The
majority of educational policy concentrates on prescriptive and generally
regulatory approaches. The central administrative authority declares a speciﬁc
approach or sets a minimal set of requirements. Yet, regardless of the appeal of
these alternative approaches, they do not show universal efﬁcacy. Quite the
opposite. Programs that appear efﬁcacious in one setting do not generalize
to other settings. The underlying logic of these approaches, however, is an
assumption of universal and additive effects. This basic modeling idea may
simply be incorrect. This paper explores some aspects of modeling, evidence, and
policy related to educational programs.

II

Motivation

Considerable debate has surrounded the development of educational policy and
especially the role of resources and programs. The starting point of this debate
has been a simple empirical ﬁnding that resources for schools do not appear
closely related to student performance.
Stanford University, National Bureau of Economic Research and University of Texas at
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Table 1

Public school resources in the United States, 1960–2000

Pupil–teacher ratio
% teachers with master’s degree or more
Median years teacher experience
Real expenditure/ADA

1960

1980

2000

25.8
23.5
11
$2,235

18.7
49.6
12
$5,124

16.0
56.2a
15a
$7,591

Notes:
a
Data pertain to 1995. The statistical data of the National Education Association on characteristics of
teachers was discontinued.
Source: US Department of Education (2002).

The conundrum of school resources is simplest to see in aggregate data. For
the United States, data on school resources and student performance have been
available for a substantial period of time. Table 1 describes the simple history of
real resources for schools and spending between 1960 and 2000. What is clear is
that there have been dramatic increases in the resources for schools. Pupilteacher ratios have fallen by a third; the proportion of teachers with a master’s
degree has more than doubled; average teacher experience has grown to new
highs; and real spending per pupil has more than tripled over the 1960–2000
period.
These resource patterns, which generally match the kinds of policy
prescriptions often discussed, would be expected to lead to improvements in
student performance. But, Figure 1 provides evidence that such is not the case.
In this ﬁgure, performance of 17-year-old students on the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP) is plotted from the tests inception to 1999.1 For
these representative students, mathematics and reading performance is slightly
higher by the end of the period than the beginning while science performance
is signiﬁcantly down.2 The rough summary of the ﬁgure is that student
performance has been ﬂat for three decades – a time when resources for schools
increased consistently and dramatically.
Of course such aggregate data are seldom convincing. Over time a variety of
other factors could change to distort the relationship with spending. In fact it is
frequently asserted that ‘kids have gotten worse’ as seen by negative changes in
family circumstances. The data do suggest that some aspects of family have
changed in ways that would generally be thought to be detrimental to student
learning: an increase in family poverty (until the early 1990s), a larger
proportion of children from single parent families, and more children from
non-English speaking families. On the other hand, over the same period average
parental education increased, family size went down, and a larger proportion of
1

NAEP is a governmentally sponsored test that is given to a random sample of students in
each year. This test is generally regarded as the ‘gold standard’ for measuring student
performance, relying on both careful test construction and solid administration to ensure a
representative sample of students.
2
While not shown, writing performance was also assessed between 1984–1996, but was
suspended. Student performance over that period signiﬁcantly declined.
r Scottish Economic Society 2004
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Figure 1. Performance of US 17-year-olds on the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP), 1969–1999.

children attended formal pre-school programs – factors that would be generally
regarded as favourable. Exactly how these varying inﬂuences net out is difﬁcult
to ascertain, but the available analysis does not suggest a large switch in family
backgrounds one way or the other.
Similar international evidence is more difﬁcult to obtain, because time series
data on student performance outside the United States is very limited.
Nonetheless, it is possible to provide some simple comparative results. A series
of international tests in mathematics and science provide information about
relative performance of students. These tests, with voluntary national participation, yield a simple index of outcomes.
Figure 2 provides a picture of comparative primary school spending for
OECD countries where the countries are ordered on the basis of average student
performance on the Third International Mathematics and Science Test
(TIMSS).3 In this simple illustration, it is clear that spending is not very
systematically related to variations in student performance.
Again, a wide range of nonschool factors could inﬂuence the international
pattern of achievement. Nonetheless, the simple story remains one of inconsistency between spending and achievement.
Although the aggregate evidence makes a clear prima facie case about
resources, better evidence is found in econometric studies of student
3

Summary data may be found in Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(2001). The spending data are provided in US dollars per pupil, based on purchasing power
parity comparisons. Use of secondary school spending instead of primary school spending does
not alter the qualitative picture.
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Figure 2. International spending on secondary school students with countries ranked in order
of TIMMS performance.

performance. Investigations of the determinants of student performance have
been carried out over a substantial period of time, and this supports the picture
of the aggregate data.4 The existing literature from the United States provides
over 400 estimates of key school resource parameters. (While evidence for other
countries of the world is beginning to develop rapidly, it is not currently possible
to summarize the range of results in any convenient manner).5
This analysis is reviewed and analyzed elsewhere (Hanushek, 2002, 2003).
The results are easily summarized. Key resource measures including pupilteacher ratios, teacher education, teacher experience, and expenditures per pupil
show little consistent relationship with student performance. For example, a vast
majority of estimates of the effects of pupil-teacher ratios on achievement are
statistically insigniﬁcant, and the point estimates (both considering and not
considering insigniﬁcant estimates) are evenly split between positive and
negative effects. Moreover, when just high quality studies are included, the
conclusions are unaffected.6
4

While not the ﬁrst such study, the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966) is usually
identiﬁed as the beginning of analyses of ‘educational production functions.’ This major
governmental study motivated a range of follow-on studies – in large part because it
(incorrectly) suggested that schools have little inﬂuence over student performance.
5
Hanushek (2003) provides an overview of the international evidence.
6
Hanushek (2002) discusses the evaluation of study quality based on potential problems of
missing historical data and of aggregation biases. The highest quality studies consider valueadded models for single states, where the policy environment is constant.
r Scottish Economic Society 2004
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The previous evidence on school resources reported that teacher education
and teacher experience showed little relationship with achievement. The investigations of teacher differences based on measured characteristics have gone
farther to include teacher salaries, level of formal credentials, and teacher scores
on tests. With some variation, these analyses have also found little systematic
relationship with student performance (Hanushek and Rivkin, 2004).7
This evidence has, however, been frequently misinterpreted. Some have
concluded that the analysis demonstrates that schools do not matter. This
interpretation is quite inappropriate.
The clearest evidence on the importance of schools comes from direct
investigations of teacher quality. An alternative approach to the examination of
teacher quality reveals something very different from the standard estimation
based on measured characteristics. This line of research concentrates on pure
outcome-based measures of teacher effectiveness. The general idea is to
investigate ‘total teacher effects’ by looking at differences in growth rates of
student achievement across teachers. A good teacher would be one who consistently obtained high learning growth from students, while a poor teacher
would be one who consistently produced low learning growth. The estimates
come from ﬁxed effect estimation for individual teacher differences.
This ﬁxed effect approach is appealing for several reasons. First, it does not
require the choice of speciﬁc teacher characteristics, which is often constrained
in empirical work by data limitations. Second, and an important part of the
development below, it does not require knowledge of how different characteristics might interact in producing achievement. (Most prior work on speciﬁc
characteristics assumes that the different observed characteristics enter linearly
and additively in determining classroom effectiveness).
A variety of studies have pursued this general approach over the past three
decades; (Hanushek, 1971, 1992; Armor et al., 1976; Murnane, 1975; Murnane
and Phillips, 1981; Rivkin, Hanushek and Kain, 2001).8 Each ﬁnds substantial
variation in achievement growth across classrooms.
Careful consideration of such work nonetheless reveals some difﬁculties that
must be overcome in order to estimate the variation of overall teacher effects.
For example, teacher effects, school effects and classroom peer effects are
generally not separately identiﬁed if the estimates come from a single cross
section of teachers. Hanushek (1992), however, demonstrates the consistency of
individual teacher effects across grades and school years, thus indicating that the
estimated differences relate directly to teacher quality and not the speciﬁc mix of
students and the interaction of teacher and students. Rivkin, Hanushek and
Kain (2001) go even further and remove separate school and grade ﬁxed effects
and observe the consistency of teacher effects across different cohorts – thus
isolating the impact of teachers.
7
The investigations of teacher test scores have come closest to ﬁnding systematic effects, but
it still remains rather weakly consistent across studies. See the summary in Hanushek (2003).
8
A similar study for developing countries (speciﬁcally Brazil) ﬁnds very consistent ﬁndings;
Harbison and Hanushek (1992).
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The magnitude of estimated differences in teacher quality is impressive.
Hanushek (1992) shows that teachers near the top of the quality distribution can
get an entire year’s worth of additional learning out of their students compared
to those near the bottom.9 That is, a good teacher will get an average student
gain of 1.5 grade level equivalents on standardized tests while a bad teacher will
get 0.5 grade level equivalents over a single academic year.
A second set of estimates comes from recent work on students in Texas
(Rivkin, Hanushek and Kain, 2001). The analysis follows several entire cohorts
of students and permits multiple observations of different classes with a given
teacher. This work looks at just the variations in performance from differences
in teacher quality within a typical school. (This analytical strategy is pursued
because of the difﬁculties involved in separating differences in teacher quality
from other factors that differ among schools.) The variation in teacher quality is
large: Moving from an average teacher to one at the 85th percentile of teacher
quality (i.e., moving up one standard deviation in teacher quality) implies that
the teacher’s students would move up more than 4 percentile rankings in the
given year.10
The summary of the basic evidence is straightforward. Signiﬁcant differences
in the performance of schools exist. These differences, however, are not easily
captured by simple measures of resources. Simple measures of teacher
characteristics or of other school resources are not systematically related to
these more general estimates of teacher performance, even though important
qualitative differences do exist across teachers.
Intuitively, however, the evidence is perhaps ever sharper in terms of analyses
of simple spending measures. A surprisingly large proportion of these studies
even suggests that added funds actually lower achievement.11 It seems hard to
imagine that adding additional resources actually depresses student performance
very frequently.

III

An Alternative Interpretation

One of the obvious interpretations of this econometric evidence is that the
underlying models are misspeciﬁed – and thus that the estimated relationships
are biased. Such an explanation is clearly always possible, but in this case there is
added justiﬁcation for it. Most importantly, the ﬁnding that teacher quality
differences as identiﬁed by the output measures of quality has such a strong
9
These estimates consider value-added models with family and parental models. The sample
includes only low income minority students, whose average achievement in primary school is
below the national average. The comparisons given compare teachers at the 5th percentile with
those at the 95th percentile.
10
For a variety of reasons, these are lower bounds estimates of variations in teacher quality.
Any variations in quality across schools would add to this. Moreover, the estimates rely on a
series of conservative assumptions that all tend to lead to understatement of the systematic
teacher differences.
11
Part of the problem with the evidence from the pure expenditure studies, as compared to
the investigations of real resources, is that these tend to be the lowest quality studies. They are
generally highly aggregated and suffer from clear speciﬁcation problems (Hanushek, 2003).
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impact while the measured resources do not is the leading indicator that
speciﬁcation issues may be important.
Consider a simple model of student achievement:
Oi ¼ Fi Ti Ei

ð1Þ

where O is student achievement, F is family input, T is teacher input, and E is
school expenditure.
The key notion in this model is that the effectiveness of any expenditure
depends on the quality of teacher and the family inputs. Such a relationship
would in fact recognize the dual role played by teachers. They lead the
instruction in a classroom. But they also make important decisions about the
educational process itself. These decisions have a distinct managerial element to
them, leading to implications for the effectiveness of any expenditure.
Most analyses of schools concentrate on the role of the principal or
headmaster when considering managerial aspects of schools. While having
obvious merit, it does not negate the fact that teachers generally have
considerable autonomy and can make a number of crucial decisions about the
translation of resources into student performance.
The form chosen in equation (1) is clearly quite rigid, but it is sufﬁcient to
illustrate the general point about interaction of resources. Such interaction will,
as described below, be particularly important when the quality of teachers (or
management more generally) is not accurately observed.
In the simplest example, which looks close to many studies of student
performance, consider taking observations of (O, F, E ) and performing a simple
linear regression relating them. Teacher quality, T, is treated as an omitted
variable. Omitting teacher quality, as is well known, would not cause serious
problems if it is uncorrelated with the other factors. In such cases, standard
statistical models for the estimation of resource and expenditure effects would
not be biased.
Is it reasonable to believe that teacher quality is uncorrelated with
expenditure? At least for the United States, most evidence, including that
described previously, supports a presumption of a small correlation. First, the
key parameters determining teacher salaries – amount of teacher experience and
teacher graduate education – are not closely related to student performance.
Teacher graduate education is totally unrelated to student outcomes, while
experience is only loosely connected. Second, direct investigations of teacher
salaries show limited relationship to student performance. And the best of these
studies provide virtually no evidence of salary effects, although the investigation
is generally limited to movements along the supply function and not shifts in it.
(Hanushek, 2003; Hanushek and Rivkin, 2004).
But it is difﬁcult to go all the way to concluding that there is no correlation of
expenditure with quality. Standard statistical theory suggests that the amount of
bias is a direct function of the correlation, so it is possible that small correlations
do not affect the results too much. The concern, however, is that in the
multivariate situations that are typical it is difﬁcult to characterize any bias
r Scottish Economic Society 2004
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Figure 3. Estimates of expenditure effects in speciﬁcation that ignores teacher quality:
log O ¼ int þ a log F þ b log E:
(rFE 5 0.85; rET 5 0.1; n 5 100; 300 replications.)

a priori. The bias depends not just on the correlation of E and T, but also on the
correlations with F.
In order to put this into perspective, consider generating achievement data in
accordance to equation (1). In this we generate 100 observations by drawing
random values for E, F and T, and then calculating O according to equation (1).
Expenditure and family inputs (E and F ) are drawn to be highly correlated (0.85),
but expenditure and teacher quality (T ) are correlated just 0.1. We then estimate
a misspeciﬁed model that leaves out teacher quality. That is, we estimate:
log Oi ¼ int þ a log Fi þ b log Ei þ ei :

ð2Þ

The issue we concentrate on is how the estimates of b correspond to the true
value of 1.0 and what the tests of signiﬁcance indicate. Figure 3 summarizes the
estimates across 300 replications. First, the estimates of the expenditure impacts
are noticeably biased above one. Second, the standard estimates of t-statistics
indicate that over a third (113 estimates out of 300) of expenditure effects are not
statistically signiﬁcant (to2).
IV

Best Practice

An alternative way of viewing the achievement process corresponds more
directly to much of the policy discussion. Educational policies are frequently
made by central authorities or, at least, administrators outside of each school
such as local educational authorities. For these decisions, it is commonplace to
decide on the introduction of speciﬁc programs. These might be pre-packaged
ways of providing a course of instruction; they might be combinations of
approaches – e.g., phonics instruction for reading – along with textbooks and
workbooks; or they might be ‘whole school’ reforms that detail curriculum,
books, time allocations, reward structures, testing programs, and the like.
These programs are essentially the detailed processes that enter into the
production process for achievement. Most economic discussions of production
r Scottish Economic Society 2004
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functions would not concentrate on these. Instead, the general notion is that the
underlying process may change mutatis mutandis, depending on the speciﬁc
input conﬁguration. The process in the conceptual language of the production
function is simply what is needed to produce the maximum attainable output
from a given set of inputs. Thus, consideration of production functions in an
abstract sense would simply presume that the correct program was applied and
would not attempt to describe it.12
The nature of educational decision making, however, changes the emphasis
from what might be implied by simple economic analysis. The frequent model
that is applied assumes that programs can be characterized by a linear addition
to the production process. Thus, a common speciﬁcation involves just adding an
indicator for program to the standard production function model that includes
family and school inputs. (Note that this is a somewhat ambiguous formulation,
because the lack of the given program is not ‘no program’ but generally the
alternative, or standard, program. This alternative may be very different across
sampled schools.)
In the spirit of the previous representation, think of a program having a
multiplicative impact on outcomes as in:
Oi ¼ Fi Ti Pi Ei :

ð3Þ

For illustrative purposes we deﬁne two alternative programs. Program R
reinforces teacher quality, so it would be one that, say, encouraged innovation
where the quality of innovation is generally better for better teachers. The
alternative, Program C, is compensatory in nature and helps to improve teachers
at the bottom of the teaching distribution.
We again generate F, E and T as before with randomly set values between
0 and 8 and correlations of 0.85 and 0.1 for rFE and rET respectively. The
programs, R and C, are randomly assigned with a given probability. R and C
take on values between 0 and 1. R is positively correlated with T, while C, is
negatively correlated with T. Note that both programs have a positive impact on
performance, but that they operate differentially across teachers. Finally, we
estimate a model that again is misspeciﬁed by leaving out teacher quality, and
we concentrate on the estimated program effects. (We again generate 300
replications of samples with 100 observations.) For this, we add an indicator
variable that takes on the values P 5 1 if Program R and P 5 0 if Program C.
Figure 4 shows the estimates of the impact of program on achievement. Two
things are clear. First, the estimated effects are both negative and positive.
Second, conventional statistical tests imply that a majority of estimates are not
statistically signiﬁcant (199 out of 300).
But there are particular samples that yield signiﬁcant positive effects (and
also samples with signiﬁcant negative effects). If policy making relies on a single
study – which unfortunately appears to happen frequently – the potential for
mistakes is large. Again, individual studies can easily in this illustration give very
misleading estimates.
12
A variety of analyses do in fact try to describe more about the process. See for example
Angrist and Lavy (2001).
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Figure 4. Estimates of program effects for ‘quality reinforcing’ program:
log O ¼ int þ a log F þ b log E þ c P
(Prob[R] 5 0.5; rTR 5 0.4; rTC 5  0.4; n 5 100; 300 replications.)

V

Implications for Econometrics/Analysis

In some respects there is an almost trivial response to these notions.
Introductory econometrics courses routinely consider the implications of model
misspeciﬁcation, including that arising from employing an incorrect functional
form and that arising from omitted variables. Thus, these cases are simple
examples of the classic textbook situation.
There are, however, several problems with this viewpoint. First, in a practical
sense very little experimentation with functional form is done (or reported).
Distinguishing among alternative functional forms is often difﬁcult, and leads
to relatively minor experimentation – particularly when there are not strong
reasons to choose a particular form.
Second, in terms of the model, analyses are often driven by simple data
availability. With relatively rare exception, the data used for analysis come from
administrative data. Such data, collected to facilitate the normal operations of
schools, are generally not designed to support an underlying research program.
While the dataset collected for the Coleman Report (Coleman et al., 1966) was
tailored to the speciﬁc analysis, most subsequent data sets have been constructed
from existing data.
Third, even if datasets are developed solely for the purpose of analyzing
school factors, the existing literature has not given much guidance about the
speciﬁc factors of interest or how they might interact. The uncertainty about
standard components of inputs means that developing surveys or collecting
basic data on schools is not aided much by prior work. The large longitudinal
surveys of schooling have been developed to track students and to ascertain how
schools affect performance. They have not been especially effective in identifying
the elements of school inputs that are important.13
13
Among the important surveys and data collections in the United States are the National
Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972, High School and Beyond, and the
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Thus, the possibility of misspeciﬁcation is a very real possibility in analysis of
school outcomes, and particularly when the focus is on speciﬁc programs. This
possibility can provide a ready explanation for some of the results of estimation.
It also offers some general perspectives on how to proceed.
One direct implication is that continually pushing on the same basic
speciﬁcations is unlikely to provide persuasive evidence that any speciﬁc inputs
are systematically related to student outcomes. There is little reason to believe
that the accumulated evidence of several decades will be overturned by new
studies that merely reproduce the prior analyses.
This issue is particularly important when considering the analysis of speciﬁc
programs. Many programs, as discussed previously, appear to be aimed at
speciﬁc kinds of teachers, so that their impact interacts directly with other
teacher characteristics. For example, some programs in teaching reading to
children attempt to encourage the teacher to innovate in a variety of ways, while
other programs are highly scripted to remove variations across teachers. It seems
from these very different perspectives on reading programs that the observed
outcomes could depend very directly on the speciﬁc set of teachers in a given
school.
A variant of this that appears particularly important is that implementation
of programs varies dramatically across school settings. It is, for example,
frequently mentioned anecdotally that school staff might revolt against
programs that are imposed upon them centrally. On the other hand, programs
where the staff participates in choice and implementation may receive a much
more positive reception. Yet, very seldom is any information available about the
implementation of speciﬁc programs.
One can simply analyze estimated program effects as average treatment
effects, neglecting issues of implementation or the mix of teachers. In other
words, can we say anything about the typical effect on student outcomes across
a set of sites observed to be employing a particular program? There is
nonetheless likely to be ambiguity in interpretation. If the existing programs are
largely ones where programs were voluntarily introduced into schools, it may be
difﬁcult to infer what would happen with central decision making on the
introduction of the program. In fact the ‘average treatment effect’ will depend
directly on the mix of different implementation features.
In terms of the analysis of school resources, alternative approaches are
available. One of the key parts of the analytical difﬁculties is separating the
effects of teachers and resources into speciﬁc components such as amount of
experience or character of educational background. To the extent that the
different components interact with each other, it is very difﬁcult to isolate the
separate effects. The alternative perspective is avoiding this separation and
estimating the ‘total teacher effects.’ In other words, one can, as described
previously, estimate the impact of different teachers on student performance
directly without concentrating on the speciﬁc components.
National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988. A new addition, the Educational Longitudinal
Study of 2002, has yet to be released.
r Scottish Economic Society 2004
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Importantly, measured characteristics explain little of the variation in teacher
effectiveness. For example, while some studies have shown that measures of the
teacher’s own test score correlate with student performance, the correlation is
weak, and this measure explains a small portion of the overall variation in
teacher skill.14 Similarly, other standard measures of teacher differences explain
little or none of the overall variations in teacher quality that are observed. This
kind of analysis has implications for the kinds of policy that are informed by the
analysis, discussed below, but it generally circumvents some of the larger
problems of estimating the effects of inputs.15
One other aspect of analysis and methodology is important. Recent concern
about understanding causal effects, a warranted development in these empirical
areas, does frequently run into some of the same issues. For example, in the
debate on class size policy, a concern has been that the class sizes that are
observed have been set purposefully by administrators. In particular, if
administrators put the students most in need of help in smaller classes, class
size will be positively related to student achievement – leading, as the argument
goes – to obtaining estimates of class sizes with an unexpected positive sign. To
deal with this, some researchers have looked for factors that drive class size but
do not directly affect achievement. These instrumental variable approaches
have, for example, looked at institutional rules (Angrist and Lavy, 1999) and at
demographic factors (Hoxby, 2000). At the same time, these approaches assume
that class size has a linear effect on achievement that is independent of other
factors such as teacher quality.16
The instrumental variables approach represented by these and other studies
are attempts to introduce randomness into the determination of class size. A
direct way to do this, of course, is to run a random assignment experiment,
where class size is varied randomly for a group of students. This is exactly what
was done in Project STAR, the class size experiment in Tennessee during the
mid-1980s (see Word et al., 1990). Project STAR was designed to begin with
kindergarten students and to follow them for four years. Three treatments were
initially included: small classes (13–17 students); regular classes (22–25 students);
and regular classes (22–25 students) with a teacher’s aide. They found that
students in small classes had higher achievement greater than those in large
classes.
While there are questions about the quality of the randomization, larger
questions exist about how to generalize any ﬁndings. The study reports no
explicit consideration of teacher quality (although it supposedly randomized the
14

Hanushek and Rivkin (2004).
This approach would not work if there are signiﬁcant interactions between teachers and
students, that is, if the ability of a teacher to get learning gains depends on the speciﬁc group of
teachers. Past work, however, suggests that this is not a major problem (Hanushek, 1992).
16
The various instrumental variables studies reach different conclusions about class size:
Angrist ad Lavy (1999) conclude that class size is important, at least when classes come close to
the institutional limit of 40 students that exists in Israel; Hoxby (2000) concludes that class size
variation is not an important factor in achievement. Another estimation involving instrumental
strategies does not clear up the ambiguity (Hanushek, 2003).
15
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assignment of both students and teachers). Yet the available evidence suggests
that variations in teacher quality dominate any effects of class size. The average
difference in performance of students in small kindergartens has been the focus
of all attention to Project STAR, but the results actually differed widely by
classroom. In only 40 out of 79 schools did the kindergarten performance in the
small classroom exceed that in the regular classrooms (with and without aides).
The most straightforward interpretation of this heterogeneity is that variations
in teacher quality are extraordinarily important.
What is not considered is whether there is any interaction of teacher quality
and class size. The underlying randomized assignment model assumes that the
effects of class size are simply additive and uncorrelated with other determinants
of achievement through the randomization of the treatments. But if the effect of
class size is dependent on teacher quality, for example, the results of the
experiment are a function of the speciﬁc distribution of teachers in the
experiment. Generalizing to other situations would then require knowing more
about this distribution and about how it ﬁts into other settings where one might
wish to employ class size reduction policies.
A very similar situation exists in terms of programs and larger reform plans.
For example, many people have argued that a comprehensive reform strategy is
needed where many aspects of a school are simultaneously altered. In such a
situation, the evaluation approach is not entirely clear. One common suggestion
is to match each treated school with a control school chosen to have similar
characteristics. Then, typically a difference-in-differences approach is used to
evaluate the program by comparing achievement growth with and without the
program: the change in student achievement for schools using a given program is
compared to the change over the same time period for a set of comparison
schools. This approach, however, clearly depends ﬁrst on matching schools on
the ‘right’ characteristics. After that, the analysis faces the issues of generalization, which again involve possible interactions with unmeasured characteristics such as degree of implementation or quality of the teachers.
In sum, the general linear estimation of measured teacher, school, and
program factors does not appear to be a productive way to proceed. It is also not
simply an issue of concentrating on exogenous variation in the various factors
but instead appears to involve more fundamental speciﬁcation issues.

VI

Implications for Policy

The policy story that follows this train of logic is very clear. Most importantly,
the prevailing policy perspective that ﬁlters through to the supporting research is
very narrow in the range of policies considered. The common view is that we
must be able to identify a set of ﬁxed characteristics of teachers or speciﬁc
programs that can be instituted through central decision making. This viewpoint
arises from a perspective that decision making is best made centrally – and
central decision making requires being able to specify relevant inputs or effective
programs accurately.
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Figure 5. Estimated efﬁciency of central versus local decision making on programs.

Yet that is neither the only way nor the most common way to think of
decision making. The more natural way to think about this is for local personnel
to make decisions that incorporate information about the relevant teachers and
circumstances.
Achieving this in an efﬁcient manner would almost certainly require a
different set of incentives in schools. Currently in schools there are not strong
incentives to improve student performance, so decentralization of decisions may
not be appropriate. If on the other hand there were stronger incentives at the
school – say by having teacher pay or retention depend in some manner on
performance in the classroom, the case would be very different.
This conclusion does reﬂect a presumption that things like teacher quality or
the implementation of programs is more observable and controllable at the local
level than at the central level. Some evidence about this does exist. Both Armor
et al. (1976) and Murnane (1975) estimate the total effects of teachers (in the
ﬁxed effect way described above) and ﬁnd that these differences are highly
correlated with the subjective assessments of teachers by the principals in the
schools. In other words, teacher quality is observable at the local school. This
may be short of knowing fully about the interactions of programs and quality or
the expected course of implementation. Nonetheless, it may be reasonable to
infer that matters like the interaction of teachers with speciﬁc programs can be
observed locally but not centrally.
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The implications of centralized versus decentralized decision making on
programs can be demonstrated from our previous simulations. Consider
installing a compensatory program when the speciﬁc teacher is below average
and a reinforcing program when the teacher is above average. Figure 5
shows the distribution of efﬁciency that corresponds to the situation depicted in
Figure 4 where programs were set without regard to teacher quality.17 Efﬁciency
is the ratio of average outcomes within a sample that are obtained with a
centrally imposed policy as opposed to a locally set policy. On average in our
illustration, central programs achieve 88 percent of the achievement that is
possible with decision making that takes teacher skills into account.
The best form of incentives is currently not well understood, because we have
relatively little experience with applying incentive systems to schools (Hanushek
and others, 1994). Nonetheless, the alternatives imply considerable loss, given
our current ability to measure and specify the precise form of policies.
VII

Some Conclusions

This paper began with some simple observations: prevailing estimates do not
suggest a consistent effect of resources on student outcomes. Yet, it is hard to
imagine that all of these resources would truly have a zero or negative impact.
One possibility is that the impact of resources is complicated – involving
interactions with various inputs that are not observed or are not understood.
The simplest notion is that teacher quality interacts with resources to determine
outcomes. In the illustrative calculations, teacher quality essentially determines
the efﬁciency with which resources are converted into student achievement. In
this, we see that resource estimates are biased and also tend to be statistically
insigniﬁcant.
Perhaps more important, one can introduce the idea of an educational
program that has differential effects on teachers of different quality. Such
programs would not be considered within standard formulations of production
theory, because they represent the process by which different inputs are
combined. Nonetheless, in standard evaluation problems in schools, estimates of
‘program effects’ are common.
We consider a case where there is not a single ‘best program’ in the sense
of one program that lifts everybody’s outcomes proportionally. Instead, we
consider deciding among two programs – one that reinforces existing teacher
quality and one that compensates for lower quality. Within this framework,
standard empirical approaches including simple regressions or various
difference-in-difference estimators can give very misleading estimates.
Of course these simulations do not prove that anything like this lies behind
the estimates that have been developed in the past. They are merely designed to
illustrate the fragility of most standard approaches to understanding student
achievement when there are complicated interactions between school resources
17
Note again that the program has varying impacts. Compensatory is simply negatively
correlated with teacher quality and reinforcing is positively correlated, but each is imprecisely
attuned to the speciﬁc teacher.
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and characteristics of family and teachers. This possibility does bear directly on
the analytical approaches that are likely to pay off. Speciﬁcally, even random
assignment experiments run into trouble when important information about
inputs relevant to the student are missing.
This perspective does give meaning to the idea that certain resources may be
necessary but are not by themselves sufﬁcient. When the effectiveness of the
resources is a function of local managerial factors, including those of teachers,
simply making the resources available does not solve the problems of improving
student performance. Note also that this is a problem of both analysis and
policy. Analysis that ignores the underlying effectiveness of inputs is likely to
provide very misleading results. Policy that ignores the full constellation of
inputs may also yield disappointing results.
Considerable attention has recently been devoted to develop a catalog of ‘best
practices,’ programs commonly assumed to be ones that are broadly effective.
Without being able to specify the circumstances under which a given program
works, this search may prove fruitless.
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